
 
 
 
 
 
 

United Way’s Young Civic Leaders Candidate Questionnaire 
 
 

School Budget  

1. How can you commit to support students to understand their school budget and what 
opportunities will you create for their participation in decision-making? 
 

I am committed to moving LAUSD towards a needs-based budgeting approach, as 
opposed to the current top-down practices.  As a middle school principal in South LA I 
was able to lead in such a model where with students, families, and staff, we created a 
list of “need to haves” and “nice to haves” for our school.  This is far more efficient and 
effective approach than the district handing schools a budget that is not driven by needs, 
but instead by a one-size fits all formula.  Needs based budgeting can remove much of 
the mystery around school and district finances.  As would creating a budget 
process/template powerpoint across all schools that is expected to be posted (school 
website/main office) and presented to students and families on a standardized and 
predictable schedule. Students and families would not just be presented to, but their 
feedback and input would be authentically solicited. The lack of a collective budget 
communication and development approach leaves it to individual schools to decide who 
knows what about the entire process. This lack of transparency rightfully leads to 
community distrust and is something we must work to overcome.  

As a senior director of schools for the last seven years, I have conducted countless 
student focus groups to ascertain to what degree schools use student voice to make 
improvements to policies and practices. I would look forward to hosting monthly student 
advisory groups with reps from schools in District 7. Additionally, I would host less formal 
focus groups with students from outside of the advisory group around particular issues or 
concerns that may arise and specifically impact them or their community. Students as 
partners in education transformation is why I started teaching at the age of 21 years old 
in the first place, and almost 20 years later I have never left. 

College Readiness 

2. We feel as though there are some schools that get additional preparation for entering 
college and university. How do you plan on ensuring comprehensive supports for 
programs that uphold a college-going culture at all school sites and not just some? 

The are funding inequities between schools that have to be addressed as they result in 
the unjust differential support described. Uncovering these funding inequities will involve 



requiring the district to show how much is being spent on teacher salaries/benefits per 
school.  As schools in higher income areas typically have more veteran teachers = 
higher salaries, while schools in lower income areas have more long term subs and 
beginning teachers = lower salaries.  The difference in salary costs between schools 
needs to be identified so the funding inequities can be balanced between schools. 

A top priority is to infuse all schools with multiple pathways to college, as well as career 
options/skills that do not necessarily require college-degrees.  As a board member, my 
job will be to forge and strengthen the much-needed partnerships between 
colleges/universities and the trades and technology industries. In my doctoral research I 
found that career mentors had a significant impact on persistence through school so I 
would also want to promote similar partnerships with industry/businesses to provide 
internships to middle and high school students.  This step would ensure that kids are not 
only being prepared to apply and qualify for college, but these relationships will set 
students up to actually thrive in their colleges and careers.  

 

Quality Staff  

3. How will you work to make sure that student voice is included in the hiring process and 
evaluation of an educator?  
 
When I served a middle school Principal, students were always an integral part of the 
hiring process.  First, all teachers were required to do a demo lesson in an actual class 
of students.  After the teach session, I would solicit the feedback of the students as to 
how they thought the interviewing teacher did.  Then, some students would also 
participate in the interview panel for teachers, counselors and administrators as well. I 
would work with LAUSD Human Resources staff to create a similar protocol for hiring as 
this process with student input at the center allows for both the school and the 
interviewing adult to figure out if a particular school assignment will be a good fit or not.  
 
As it pertains to evaluation, one of my proudest moments was when the teacher 
evaluation scores I gave, were corroborated by student survey scores of the same 
teachers.  Including student voice in evaluation means that survey questions in student 
friendly language needs to be created to align with indicators of effective teaching that 
should be the basis for a teacher evaluation tool.  Alignment between these two tools 
allows for scores to be corroborated/matched between the administrator and students 
evaluating a particular teacher.  The feedback from both sources should be used for 
teacher growth/support/development throughout a school year, and not just at the end of 
the school year when instruction is ending for the summer. 

 
 
Mental Health  

4. How will you ensure that students receive mental health supports and in doing so, which 
mental health themes will be most important to you? 



Gun violence in and around schools is something that hits far too close to home for 
many of us on a regular basis. School communities are burdened by the trauma of 
extreme violence, but also by more subtle and insidious bullying that can take place 24/7 
due to students’ access to peers outside of the school day via social media. All of the 
above are stressors that lead to both physical and mental health issues for even our 
youngest children. These factors weigh heavily on teachers, support staff, and school 
leaders to address, but unfortunately our schools lack an adequate number of trained 
staff to meet students’ needs. California is ranked a dismal 48th in the nation in the 
student to adult staff member ratio. Kids need more access to caring adults on a school 
campus, which can be achieved through the expansion of elective/extra-curricular 
activity staffing and repurposing central office roles to become more site-based. More 
adults can then better supervise kids and act as supportive mentors as students process 
personal or community trauma, which is key to decreasing fears and anxiety that can 
lead to more bullying, violence, and self-harm both on and off campus. 

 
I also support the California Surgeon General (Burke Harris) in her call to screen for 
trauma so that it can be addressed in a systematic fashion. As public health and public 
education are often intertwined and it would behoove both sectors to work together to 
ensure that our kids get the social-emotional and mental health supports that we know 
they need.  

 
 


